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Content Area: Writing 
Grade Level: 3 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards Progress Indicator 
Ask and answer questions, and make relevant connections to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 
explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers. 

RL.3.1 

Ask and answer questions, and make relevant connections to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 
explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers. 

RI.3.1 

Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons. 
A. Introduce the topic or text they are writing about, state an opinion, and create an organizational structure 

that lists reasons.  
B. Provide reasons that support the opinion.  
C. Use linking words and phrases (e.g., because, therefore, since, for example) to connect opinion and 

reasons.  
D. Provide a conclusion. 

W.3.1 

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.  
A. Introduce a topic and group related information together; include text features (e.g.: illustrations, diagrams, 

captions) when useful to support comprehension.  
B. Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and details.  
C. Use linking words and phrases (e.g., also, another, and, more, but) to connect ideas within categories of 

information.  
D.  Provide a conclusion.  

W.3.2 

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using narrative echnique, descriptive details, 
and clear event sequences.  

A. Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds 
naturally. 

B. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences and events or show 
the response of characters to situations. 

W.3.3 

 



C. Use temporal words and phrases to signal event order. 
D. Provide a sense of closure. 

With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and organization are 
appropriate to task and purpose. (Grade-specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 1–3 
above.) 

W.3.4 

With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 
revising, and editing. 

W.3.5 

With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and 
collaborate with others. 

W.3.6 

Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic. W.3.7 
Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources; take brief notes on 
sources and sort evidence into provided categories. 

W.3.8 

Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, metacognition/self-correction and 
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, 
purposes, and audiences. 

W.3.10 

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher led) with diverse 
partners on grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.  

A. Explicitly draw on previously read text or material and other information known about the topic to 
explore ideas under discussion.  

B. Follow agreed-upon norms for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful ways, listening to 
others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion).  

C. Ask questions to check understanding of information presented, stay on topic, and link their 
comments to the remarks of others. 

D.  Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.  

SL.3.1 

Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information presented in diverse media 
and formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally. 

SL.3.2 

Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate elaboration and detail. SL.3.3 
Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive 
details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace. 

SL.3.4 

 



Use multimedia to demonstrate fluid reading at an understandable pace; add visual displays when appropriate to 
emphasize or enhance certain facts or details. 

SL.3.5 

Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested detail or 
clarification. 

SL.3.6 

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 
A. Explain the function of nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in general and their functions in 

particular sentences. 
B. Form and use regular and irregular plural nouns. 
C. Use abstract nouns (e.g., childhood). 
D. Form and use regular and irregular verbs. 
E. Form and use the simple (e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk) verb tenses. 
F. Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement. 
G. Form and use comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs, and choose between them depending 

on what is to be modified. 
H. Use coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. 
I. Produce simple, compound, and complex sentences. 

L.3.1 

Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when 
writing. 

A. Capitalize appropriate words in titles. 
B. Use commas in addresses. 
C. Use commas and quotation marks in dialogue. 
D. Form and use possessives. 
E. Use conventional spelling for high-frequency and other studied words and for adding suffixes to base 

words (e.g., sitting, smiled, cries, happiness). 
F. Use spelling patterns and generalizations (e.g., word families, position-based spellings, syllable patterns, 

ending rules, meaningful word parts) in writing words. 
G. Consult reference materials, including beginning dictionaries, as needed to check and correct spellings. 

L.3.2 

Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening. 
A. Choose words and phrases for effect. 

L.3.3 

 



 

 

B. Recognize and observe differences between the conventions of spoken and written standard English. 

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning word and phrases based on grade 3 reading 
and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 

A. Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase. 
B. Determine the meaning of the new word formed when a known affix is added to a known word (e.g., 

agreeable/disagreeable, comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless, heat/preheat). 
C. Use a known root word as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word with the same root (e.g., company, 

companion). 
D. Use glossaries or beginning dictionaries, both print and digital, to determine or clarify the precise 

meaning of key words and phrases. 

L.3.4 

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 
A. Distinguish the literal and nonliteral meanings of words and phrases in context (e.g., take steps). 
B. Identify real-life connections between words and their use (e.g., describe people who are friendly or 

helpful). 
C. Distinguish shades of meaning among related words that describe states of mind or degrees of certainty 

(e.g., knew, believed, suspected, heard, wondered). 

L.3.5 

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general academic, and domain-specific words and 
phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal relationships (e.g., After dinner that night we went 
looking for them). 

L.3.6 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards 
Technology 

(Additional standards should be applied, as needed, to enrich instruction and foster student achievement.) 

Indicator 

Select and use the appropriate digital tools and resources to accomplish a variety of tasks including solving 
problems. 

8.1.5.A.1 

Format a document using a word processing application to enhance text and include graphics, symbols and/ or 
pictures. 

8.1.5.A.2 

Use a graphic organizer to organize information about problem or issue 8.1.5.A.3 
Collaborative to produce a digital story about a significant local event or issue based on first-person interviews. 8.1.5.B.1 
Understand the need for and use of copyrights. 8.1.5.D.1 

 



Analyze the resource citations in online materials for proper use. 8.1.5.D.2 
Demonstrate an understanding of the need to practice cyber safety, cyber security, and cyber ethics when using 
technologies and social media. 

8.1.5.D.3 

Use digital tools to research and evaluate the accuracy of, relevance to, and appropriateness of using print and 
non-print electronic information sources to complete a variety of tasks. 

8.1.5.E.1 

New Jersey Student Learning Standards 
21st Century Life and Career Skills 

(Additional standards should be applied, as needed, to enrich instruction and foster student achievement.) 

Indicator 

Describe how valuable items might be damaged or lost and ways to protect them. 9.1.4.G.1 
Identify various life roles and civic and work-related activities in the school, home, and community. 9.2.4.A.2 
Explain why knowledge and skills acquired in the elementary grades lay the foundation for future academic and 
career success.  

9.2.4.A.4 

Career Ready Practices Indicator 
Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee. CRP1 
Apply appropriate academic and technical skills. CRP2 
Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. CRP4 
Demonstrate creativity and innovation. CRP6 
Employ valid and reliable research strategies. CRP7 
Use technology to enhance productivity. CRP11 
Work productively in teams while using cultural global competence. CRP12 
 

  

 



Third Grade: Writing Unit 1 
Crafting True Stories 

September-October (6-8 weeks) 
Essential Questions:  

● How can we write longer?  
● How can the writer allow the reader to hear, feel, smell, 

taste, and see the story? 
● Is the writing process really a neat cycle? 

Enduring Understandings: 
● Authors generate small moment seed ideas in a variety of 

ways. 
● Writers strive to make their writing clear for their 

audience. 
● Authors include strong details (show don’t tell), especially 

in the heart of their story, to allow the reader to feel like 
he/she is inside of the story. 

1: Students will make 
resolutions by thinking 
about the kind of writing 
they want to make and 
setting goals for 
themselves. 
 

2: Students will generate 
ideas by thinking of a 
person who matters, then 
brainstorming small 
moments spent with that 
person. 

3: Students will generate 
ideas by thinking of a 
place, listing small 
moments, selecting a 
seed, and writing long. 

4: Students will draw 
readers in by telling their 
stories in scenes rather 
than summaries. 

5: Students will pause to 
consider what’s going 
well in their writing and 
what they might try next 
to take their writing up a 
level. 

6: Students will edit as 
they write to make sure 
their writing is as clear 
as possible for their 
readers. 

7: Students will rehearse 
for writing by 
story-telling and 
generating alternate 
leads. 

8: Students will draft by 
writing fast and 
furiously, working to 
capture the mental 
movie on the page. 

9: Students will revise 
by studying other 
author’s craft and 
naming what the author 
does so they can try it in 
their own writing. 

10: Students will revise 
by asking, “What’s the 
most important part of 
this story?” and 
developing that section. 

11: Students will revise 
their stories by grouping 
related sentences into 
paragraphs and then 
elaborating on those 
paragraphs. 

12: Students will draw 
on all they have learned 
to become their own job 
captains. 
 
 

13: Students will revise 
as they write, stopping at 
times to ask themselves, 
“Does this show all I 
know?” and if not, revise 
their writing right then. 

14: Students will replay 
life events in ways that 
let readers feel the 
experience. 

15: Students will think 
carefully about the kinds 
of details they add to 
their writing, balancing 
dialogue with actions, 

 



thoughts, and details 
about the setting. 

16: Students will draw 
on a mentor text to teach 
students how writers 
correctly punctuate 
dialogue. 

17: Students will revise 
to bring their writing to a 
new level so that it rings 
with clarity and purpose. 

18: Students will 
deliberately craft 
endings to their stories, 
and learn techniques for 
improving their own 
work by studying 
published writing. 

19: Students will edit to 
make their writing 
exactly how they intend 
it to be for readers, using 
checklists to help them. 

20: Students will 
celebrate by sharing 
their writing. 
 

Additional Teaching Points: Can be taught in Mini-lessons, Conferences, Strategy Groups, Shared Reading, Interactive Read Aloud, 
Shared/Interactive Writing, Word Study, and/or Vocabulary Lessons 
● Immersion Week Activities: Pre-assessment, goal setting, read aloud mentor texts, shared reading, shared/interactive writing 

o Mark-up mentor text by annotating/highlighting elements of the genre in different colors 
● FAR Week Activities: Post-assessment, quick publish, celebration, reflection, reteach/extend 

o Celebration: Have the students create a character trait map. 
● Writers can identify the elements of a personal narrative through exploration of models.  

o Writers will be able to identify the characteristics of a personal narrative (i.e. point of view, fiction/non-fiction, structure, 
etc.) 

o Writers will mark where and how the author introduced the setting, characters, and events in a personal narrative using a 
model. 

o Writers will identify the transitional words, phrases, and strategies utilized in creating the sequence of events. 
o Writers will identify the vivid details the author uses to enhance a story.  

● Writing is a process that includes pre-writing, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing.  
o Writers will brainstorm their ideas using a heart map.  One strategy that can be turned into really powerful true stories is to 

recall times when we wanted something badly or felt something strongly (happiness, sadness, excitement, nervousness, 
etc.) 

o Writers will use a graphic organizer to write what the setting is and who the characters are in their story.  
o Writers will write the emotions, feelings, and reactions they want to share with their reader. 
o Writers tell the parts of the story that matter, leaving out sections that don't matter.  

 



o Writers will be able to use a seed idea to create a timeline, then take one dot from the timeline and expanding that into a 
new timeline.  

o Writers may organize their ideas is by creating a timeline, which can help us remember what happened first, then next, 
until the end of the story.  

o Writers use paragraphs to group ideas in their stories. For example, each dot on the timeline is probably one grouping or 
one paragraph.  

o Writers try out different leads to start their stories. Many stories start with the main character saying or thinking something 
and doing a specific action. 

o Writers revise their lead by studying what other authors have done. 
o Students work with a writing partner to check for places in their own writing where they could apply any technique 

learned.  
o Writers edit their personal narratives by rereading to check for correct use of capitals, punctuation, capitals, and to create a 

title.  
● The writer uses vivid details to allow the reader to feel like he/she is inside of the story. 

o Writers will use a graphic organizer to write what they are hearing, feeling, seeing, tasting, and smelling. (A link to this 
graphic organizer can be found in the resource section.) 

o Writers capture the exact words of the other people in their story using quotation marks. *Intervention idea: Writers can 
study what published writers do to punctuate quotations and try to do those exact things.  

o Writers write their story bit-by-bit rather than summarizing. They are able to play a mental movie in their mind and 
describe the sequence of events exactly how it occurred. 

o Writers make a strong ending—maybe use important actions, dialogue, images, and whole- story reminders that make a 
lasting impression.  

o Writers revise their personal narratives by replacing words to strengthen vocabulary. 
Key Vocabulary Words 

Hook/lead 
Evidence of Learning 

Additional Suggested Assessments: 
● Individual and small group conferences/conferring notes 
● Classroom participation 
● Individual and group activities 

 



● Formal and informal assessments 
● Performance-based assessments 
● Writing notebooks with student work 
● Self-assessment: Student Checklist (see N Drive) 

Instructional Materials: 
● Units of Study 
● Writing notebooks 
● Writing rubrics (see N Drive) 
● Chart paper 
● Smartboard 
● Laptops 
 
Mentor Texts: 
● Come On, Rain! by Karen Hesse  

 
Exemplars 
● Student exemplar writer’s notebook: Rebecca’s notebook entry (Online resources Session 1) 
● Student exemplar possible endings: Jill tries out several endings (Online resources Session 18) 

 
Suggested Texts 
To Help Teach Qualities of Good Writing  
● Because of Winn-Dixie by Kate DiCamillo  
● “Mr. Entwhistle” from Hey World, Here I Am! by Jean Little 
● Journey by Patricia MacLachlan 

Teacher Resources: 
● Heinemann Online Resources Login 
● Google Drive of Literacy Resources 

 

https://www.heinemann.com/extracreditclub/home.aspx
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bz80SKMzxVBwY2QyWjRvZGFPbHc


● https://educationtothecore.com/  
● NJSLS breakdown by lesson: See N Drive 

 

  

 

https://educationtothecore.com/


Third Grade: Writing Unit 2 
Changing the World: Persuasive Speeches, Petitions, and Editorials 

October-December (6-8 weeks) 
Essential Questions:  
● How and why do people advocate for what they believe in? 
● How can we get our audience to truly hear our message? 

Enduring Understandings: 
● People advocate for things that are beautiful, as well as things 

they’d like to change.  
● Persuasive authors utilize techniques to make their writing 

impactful. 
● Authors tailor their strategies to fit each form of opinion 

writing. 

1: Students will immerse 
themselves in the genre 
of persuasive writing by 
flash-drafting a speech. 
 

2: Students will think 
about their message by 
gathering, choosing 
between, and trying out 
different ideas for 
changes they’d like to 
see in the world. 

3: Students will write 
about people, places, 
things, or ideas that 
deserve attention by 
asking, “What’s 
beautiful?”  

4: Students will be more 
persuasive by addressing 
their audience directly. 

5: Students will edit as 
they write by 
considering their 
audience and taking time 
to spell what they know 
by heart correctly to 
make sure their pieces 
are clear. 

6: Students will pause to 
self-assess their writing 
and make plans for 
future work. 

7: Students will collect 
evidence for their 
opinions first by 
gathering all they know 
about their topic and 
then by planning for 
their research. 

8: Students will organize 
and categorize their 
evidence. 

9: Students will provide 
examples, such as 
mini-stories, to show 
what they are saying. 

10: Students will 
embrace the notice of 
writing for an audience 
by considering what 
effect they want their 
speeches to have and 
selecting the most 
convincing material. 

11: Students will utilize 
paragraphs and transition 
words to construct a 
cohesive draft. 

12: Students will 
conduct a mini-inquiry 
into what makes for an 
effective and powerful 

13: Students will work 
with writing partners to 
edit according to a 
checklist. 

14: Students will explore 
speeches, letters, and 
petitions, and understand 
that authors tailor their 

15: Students will make 
work plans to hold 
themselves accountable 
for meeting deadlines. 

 



speech and revise in 
light of their 
observations. 

writing to fit the 
qualities of each form of 
opinion writing. 

 
 

16: Students will 
conduct surveys and 
interviews to collect 
evidence for their 
opinions. 

17: Students will revise 
their introductions and 
conclusions, trying out 
several different ones, 
before deciding which 
will have the biggest 
impact on their audience. 

18: Students will take 
note of the progress they 
have made, assessing 
their work against a 
checklist or goal sheet 
and setting new goals for 
themselves. 

19: Students will address 
a cause from different 
angles to consider 
different audiences who 
can help them. 

20: Students will 
understand that 
background reading on a 
cause can help them 
change their ideas. 
 

21: Students will revise 
as they draft to make 
sure their writing reflects 
all they know and can 
do.  

22: Students will ensure 
their writing is free of 
errors so that their 
readers take them 
seriously and are 
convinced of their 
opinion. 

23: Students will have a 
real audience in mind for 
their opinions, and share 
their speeches, petitions, 
and editorials with this 
audience as a call to 
action. 

  

Additional Teaching Points: Can be taught in Mini-lessons, Conferences, Strategy Groups, Shared Reading, Interactive Read Aloud, 
Shared/Interactive Writing, Word Study, and/or Vocabulary Lessons 
● Immersion Week Activities: Pre-assessment, goal setting, read aloud mentor texts, shared reading, shared/interactive writing 
● FAR Week Activities: Post-assessment, quick publish, celebration, reflection, reteach/extend 

Key Vocabulary Words 
Accountable, angle, audience, conclusion, deadline, editorial, inquiry, introduction, petition, self-assess, speech, transitions 

Evidence of Learning 
Additional Suggested Assessments: 
● Individual and small group conferences/conferring notes 
● Classroom participation 
● Individual and group activities 
● Formal and informal assessments 
● Performance-based assessments 

 



● Writing notebooks with student work 
● Self-assessment: Student Checklist (see N Drive) 

Instructional Materials: 
● Units of Study 
● Writing notebooks 
● Writing rubrics (see N Drive) 
● Chart paper 
● Smartboard 
● Laptops 
 
Additional Texts and Resources for Students: 
Video Clips: 
● Video Clips Severn Suzuki’s speech to the UN Earth Summit (Online resources) 
● “Change Your Words, Change Your World” (Online resources) 

 
Sample Petition  
● “Tell LEGO to stop selling out girls!” Excerpt of petition written by Bailey Shoemaker Richards and Stephanie (Online resources)  

 
Excerpt from Book or Article about Class Opinion Topic  
● “Battling Bullies” by Laura D. Egodigwe 

 
Helpful Research Links for Students (Online resources Session 20) 
Teacher Resources: 
● Heinemann Online Resources Login 
● Google Drive of Literacy Resources 
● https://educationtothecore.com/  
● NJSLS breakdown by lesson: See N Drive 

 

https://www.heinemann.com/extracreditclub/home.aspx
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bz80SKMzxVBwY2QyWjRvZGFPbHc
https://educationtothecore.com/


  

 



Third Grade: Writing Unit 3 
The Art of Information Writing 
December-February (6-8 weeks) 

Essential Questions:  
● Why do authors write information texts? 
● How can I find and use facts to support my writing about a 

topic? 
● How and why does organization matter? 
● How can I lift the level of my information writing, so that 

it includes strong elaboration and a variety of text 
structures? 

● How can we reflect on our writing to make it stronger? 

Enduring Understandings: 
● Authors put information into their own words using boxes 

and bullets. 
● Writers organize their information writing. 
● Writers study mentor texts to get ideas for their own 

writing. 
● There are many structures of information writing.  
● Information writing includes more than just facts.  Craft 

matters! 

1: Students will think of 
information writers as 
teachers, by organizing 
information as they 
write, like organizing for 
teaching a course. 

2: Students will 
brainstorm several 
different ways to 
organize their 
information writing 
through the use of 
subtopics.  

3: Students will structure 
their writing in various 
ways to think about a 
topic differently. 

4: Students will take all 
the information they 
have and layer those 
pieces, one on top of the 
other, to teach their 
readers as much as they 
can about their topics. 

5: Students will plan 
their chapters by 
utilizing organizational 
skills for their table of 
contents. 

6: Students will utilize 
mentor texts as a way to 
learn more about 
elaboration and apply 
these ideas to their own 
writing. 

7: Students will connect 
information in their 
chapters using different 
transitional strategies 
and phrases by studying 
mentor texts. 

8: Students will balance 
interesting facts with 
engaging style by 
utilizing revision 
strategies that 
encompass both 
structure and word 
choice that will enhance 
their voices in their 
draft. 

9: Students will find 
more information to 
enhance their 
informational books. 

10: Students will revise 
by looking back at what 
they’ve already done, 
making sure they are 
carrying over all they 
have learned into their 
new writing. 

 



11: Students will engage 
in inquiry by considering 
introduction strategies of 
mentor texts. 

12: Students will utilize 
a checklist to review 
their information writing 
and plan for revision.  
 
 

13: Students will revise 
to clear up confusion in 
their work, including 
imagining a different 
perspective and 
role-playing with a 
partner. 

14: Students will select 
and incorporate the most 
appropriate text features 
to enhance their 
information writing. 

15: Students will 
research to ensure that 
all the facts in their 
writing are correct or 
revise incorrect facts. 
 

16: Students will edit by 
keeping a close eye on 
the way they utilize 
paragraphs. 

17: Students will transfer 
writing skills they’ve 
learned throughout the 
unit to plan and draft for 
a content- specific 
information text. 

18: Students will 
compare their plans to 
their drafts and revise 
the original plan or the 
writing. 

19: Students will transfer 
the skills they used to 
write their information 
books to other sorts of 
information writing by 
reimagining the text they 
have already written as a 
speech, brochure, or an 
article. 

20: Students will draw 
on all they know as they 
finish up their projects. 

21: Students will teach 
each other about their 
topics, sharing with an 
audience all the 
knowledge and the 
expertise they have 
gained. 

    

Additional Teaching Points: Can be taught in Mini-lessons, Conferences, Strategy Groups, Shared Reading, Interactive Read Aloud, 
Shared/Interactive Writing, Word Study, and/or Vocabulary Lessons 
● Immersion Week Activities: Pre-assessment, goal setting, read aloud mentor texts, shared reading, shared/interactive writing 
● FAR Week Activities: Post-assessment, quick publish, celebration, reflection, reteach/extend 
● Generating Ideas: 

o Learn more about a topic by closely studying an object, photograph, etc.  Write long: “I see…I notice…This reminds me 
of…I wonder…” 

● Refining Topics: 

 



o Rehearse your topic by actually teaching real students.  Rehearsing can help you see what you know a lot about and what 
you need to research to learn more about. 

● Structure: 
o Plan how to structure each chapter (boxes and bullets, chronological, compare and contrast, cause and effect, problem and 

solution, etc.) 
o Writers think, “What text features will help my readers learn more?”  Then, they think about what the chapter and text is 

mostly about, and that helps them decide what information should be popped out or highlighted, only including the text 
features that really help readers. 

● Elaboration: 
o Jot notes about what you still need to research. Writers don’t just write everything from their brains.  Real writers are 

researchers who leave the page, search through their notebooks and texts, or pick the brains of their co-researchers for the 
perfect fact or example. 

o Collaborate with classmates by sharing chapters.  Think, “What do I know that I could add to this information?  And, 
where, precisely, should I add that new information?” 

● Writing Partners: 
o Writing partners can be writing teachers.  You can confer with your partner just like a teacher confers with you, reading 

your partner’s writing and then giving them a compliment and a tip. 
● Revision: 

o Try out your chapters multiple ways, to be creative, until you find the best way things could go. 
o Try out a second introduction for the same chapter. 

● Writers will put information into their own words using paraphrasing. 
o Identify a reliable source, emphasizing encyclopedias, printed books, and reliable websites. 
o Writers will paraphrase, or use one’s own words to tell about what one has read. 

Key Vocabulary Words 
Nonfiction: biography narrative nonfiction, etc. 

Evidence of Learning 
Additional Suggested Assessments: 
● Individual and small group conferences/conferring notes 

 



● Classroom participation 
● Individual and group activities 
● Formal and informal assessments 
● Performance-based assessments 
● Writing notebooks with student work 
● Self-assessment: Student Checklist (see N Drive) 

Instructional Materials: 
● Units of Study 
● Writing notebooks 
● Writing rubrics (see N Drive) 
● Chart paper 
● Smartboard 
● Laptops 
 
Mentor Texts: 
● Deadliest Animals by Melissa Stewart  
● VIP Pass to a Pro Baseball Game Day by Clay Latimer 

 
Suggested Texts: 
Information Texts  
● Cats vs. Dogs by Elizabeth Carney 
● Fashion Design: The Art of Style by Jen Jones 
● Great Migrations: Amazing Animal Journeys by Laura Marsh 
● Plants Bite Back! by Richard Platt 
● Tomatoes Grow on a Vine (How Fruits and Vegetables Grow) by Mari Schuh  

Texts for Struggling Students  
● Let’s Talk Tae Kwon Do by Laine Falk 

 



● Going to a Restaurant by Melinda Beth Radabaugh 

 
Resources for Teachers  
● How’s It Going?: A Practical Guide to Conferring with Student Writers by Carl Anderson 
● A Dash of Style: The Art and Mastery of Punctuation by Noah Lukeman  
● If You Want to Write by Brenda Ueland  

 
Great Non-Fiction Writers (voice, zeal, wonder)  
● Rachel Carson 
● Clifford Geertz 
● John Muir 

Teacher Resources: 
● Heinemann Online Resources Login 
● Google Drive of Literacy Resources 
● https://educationtothecore.com/  
● NJSLS breakdown by lesson: See N Drive 

 

  

 

https://www.heinemann.com/extracreditclub/home.aspx
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bz80SKMzxVBwY2QyWjRvZGFPbHc
https://educationtothecore.com/


Third Grade: Writing Unit 4 
Literary Essay (Curricular Calendar) 

February-April (6-8 weeks) 
Essential Questions:  

● How can I use everything I’ve learned about supporting an 
opinion with details from a story, to supporting an opinion 
or idea with evidence from any text, such as a nonfiction 
text? 

● How do the characters in the story help us learn more 
about how people behave? 

Enduring Understandings: 
● Writers provide reasons to support their claim using 

evidence from the story. 
● Writers organize and outline paragraph ideas. 

1: Students will work 
with their partners and 
classmates to move 
through the entire essay 
process, from coming up 
with a shared idea about 
a character, gathering 
evidence, writing the 
essay “in the air,” and 
drafting. 
*Photocopy your mentor 
text for partnerships to 
share. 

2: Students will select a 
second claim, gather 
evidence, write the essay 
“in the air,” and begin 
drafting while 
developing their text 
evidence by practicing 
brief summaries or 
quoting from the text. 

3: Students will select a 
third claim, paying 
attention to how some 
ideas, particularly 
character change or 
lessons characters learn, 
help readers write across 
the whole 
text—beginning, middle, 
and end. 

4: Students will revise to 
lead into evidence or 
quotes with transitional 
phrases, and elaborate on 
their evidence by 
explaining why it 
matters. 
(See anchor charts in 
Teacher Resources 
section) 

5: Students will utilize 
the Opinion Writing 
Checklist to self-assess 
and set goals for the 
revision, editing, and 
publishing work they 
need to do by asking 
themselves, “What have 
I done well?” and “What 
do I need to work on?” 
*Writing partners work 
together to select one 
essay for this work. 

6: Students will 
celebrate the end of the 
bend by sharing their 
favorite essays in small 
groups and giving each 
other compliments. 

7: Students will gather in 
clubs and generate bold 
opinions about the 
characters in their text 
by thinking about 
character traits, character 
change, and lessons 
characters learn that can 

8: Students will locate 
evidence, plan, and 
rehearse their essay 
before drafting. 
*Plan using boxes and 
bullets. 
**Provide sentence 
starts such as “In the 

9: Students will utilize 
all they know about 
drafting literary essays 
to write well. 
*Utilize anchor charts 
and Opinion Writing 
Checklists. 

10: Students will 
generate ideas by 
studying the 
relationships between 
characters and asking, 
“What’s interesting or 
unusual about their 
relationship?” 

 



be supported with strong 
evidence. 

beginning of the 
story…” and “Later…” 

11: Students will draft 
introductions by 
including a little 
sentence about the story 
that is a hook, the title of 
the story, and a big, bold 
opinion. 
*Introductions are a 
separate paragraph 

12: Students will begin 
another essay that is 
supported by evidence 
from different parts of 
the text.  You might look 
at the beginning, middle, 
and end of the story, 
pulling an example from 
each one. 

13: Students will draft 
conclusions that restate 
their opinion, offer some 
extra thinking about why 
they like the book or 
why the story is 
important, or a lesson 
the reader learns. 

14: Students will throw 
out claims that cannot be 
supported by the text and 
start fresh with a new 
idea. 

15: Students will select 
precise traits for their 
claims by asking, “Are 
they really…or are they 
only a little bit…?” 

16: Students will revise, 
edit, and celebrate by 
marking various ways 
their writing has 
improved from their first 
drafts. 
*Students refer to charts 
or checklists when 
noting their 
accomplishments. 

17: Students will work 
with their partners and 
classmates to move 
through the entire essay 
process for a nonfiction 
text, from coming up 
with a big idea and 
supporting it with 
evidence. 
*See anchor charts in 
Teacher Resource 
section 

18: Students will plan 
their nonfiction literary 
essays and rehearse by 
“writing in the air.”  

19: Students will utilize 
anchor charts and the 
Opinion Writing 
checklist to write 
powerful drafts on the 
first try, revising as they 
go for paragraphs, a 
brief introduction and 
conclusion, transition 
works, paraphrasing and 
quoting. 

20: Students will utilize 
all they know to make 
their essays as strong as 
they can be, working 
with writing partners to 
look for places where 
their thinking is unclear, 
or evidence is missing. 
They will also 
reconsider their goals by 
looking at the checklist. 
*Pull small groups 
during this time. 

21: Students will visit 
each others writing, 
complimenting as they 
go. 

    

Additional Teaching Points: Can be taught in Mini-lessons, Conferences, Strategy Groups, Shared Reading, Interactive Read Aloud, 
Shared/Interactive Writing, Word Study, and/or Vocabulary Lessons 
● Immersion Week Activities: Pre-assessment, goal setting, read aloud mentor texts, shared reading, shared/interactive writing 
● FAR Week Activities: Post-assessment, quick publish, celebration, reflection, reteach/extend 

 



● Student vary the type of claims they make: main characters, secondary characters, lessons/themes, compare/contrast, etc. 
● Elaboration/Explaining Evidence 

o This shows… 
● Encourage students to write literary essays about topics they study in a content area. (Based off of science and social studies texts) 
● Writers quote from a text and then push themselves to explain what the quote means and how it relates to their claim.   
● Writers can collect evidence and create a claim based on a character trait. 

o Writers will investigate one character closely to find his or her traits, motivations, and important actions, and collecting 
evidence to support their thinking.   

o Writers collect evidence for a theory by paying close attention to the relationships a character has with other people or 
animals 

o Writers will name and briefly describe one special trait about a character they are reading about and provide three pieces 
of evidence from the story that support this claim. 

● Strengthen wishy-washy claims by taking a stance 
o Cut out phrases such as, “I’m noticing that, or I think.” 
o Cut out words that imply doubt such as “Maybe” or “Perhaps” 

● Support struggling students to determine if the evidence matches their claim. 
● Writers can provide reasons to support their claim using evidence from the story.  

o Simple sentence frame to support students in connecting their ideas to evidence from the text: “I know _______ is 
__________ [character trait] because he _______________ [specific text evidence].    

o When writers find a place in the text that supports their theory they will mark it with a post-it note. 
o Writers also find evidence to support their theories when they read, thinking about how a character moves or gestures. 
o Writers find evidence about important objects or clothing to support their theories. 

● Generate complex claims (e.g., “Jeremy is sometimes selfish and sometimes generous.”) 
o Coach students to find evidence for both parts of their claims. 
o Develop organizational structures for their writing. 
o Generating claims that  compare and contrast two texts. 

● Students rank their evidence and select the strongest pieces. 
● Writers can organize and outline paragraph ideas. 

o Students must know the purpose of an opinion piece is to state the writer's point of view.  
o Students will be able to write an introduction section including background information as well as the clearly stated 

opinion statement.  

 



o Writers will write a conclusion reinforcing the idea and opinion presented in the introduction. 
● Gather writes who have similar revision goals together for small group work. 

o Paragraphing 
o Introductions and conclusions 
o Elaboration 

▪ This shows… (unpacking evidence and connecting to claims) 
o Spelling of high frequency words 
o Punctuation 

▪ Quoting 
▪ Long, list-like sentences 

Key Vocabulary Words 
Claim, literary essay 

Evidence of Learning 
Additional Suggested Assessments: 
● Individual and small group conferences/conferring notes 
● Classroom participation 
● Individual and group activities 
● Formal and informal assessments 
● Performance-based assessments 
● Writing notebooks with student work 
● Self-assessment: Student Checklist (see N Drive) 

Instructional Materials: 
● Units of Study 
● Short texts 
● Writing notebooks 
● Writing rubrics (see N Drive) 
● Chart paper 
● Smartboard 
● Laptops 
 

 



Mentor Texts: 
● Those Shoes by Maribeth Boelts (Bend 1) 
● Because of Winn Dixie by Kate DiCamillo (Bend 2) 
● Heinemann Online Resources: Expository text set in Unit 3, Reading Session 1 

o Harry Houdini: Chained to Magic (Bend 3) 
o Kid Migrants: Seeking a New Home 
o Pit Bulls: Loving Dogs, not Fighters 
o Work Hard and Don’t give Up: Story of Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor 
o You Don’t Stop: The Birth of Hip Hop 

 

Student Exemplars: See Curricular Calendar on N Drive. 
 
Suggested Texts: 
● The Stories Julian Tells by Ann Cameron 
● A Letter to Amy by Ezra Jack Keats 
● Peter’s Chair by Ezra Jack Keats 
● William’s Doll by Charlotte Zolotow 
● Brave Irene by William Steig, 
● Chrysanthemum by Kevin Henkes 
● Those Shoes by Maribeth Boelts 
● Wilma Unlimited by Kathleen Krull 
● Jamaica’s Find by Juanita Havill 

Teacher Resources: 
● Anchor Chart: When Writing a Literary Essay… 

o Name the story you are writing about 
o State your big, bold opinion, or thesis 
o Give evidence from the story (end chart here for session 1) 

 



▪ Summarize part of the story 
▪ Quote exact lines 

o Use transitional phrases to lead into evidence 
▪ For example, In the beginning… 

o Explain why evidence matters 
▪ This is important because… 

o Use all you know from writing essays to set goals and make your writing stronger 
● Anchor Chart: Writers lead into their evidence or quote: 

o In the story it says, “…” 
o One part of the story that shows this is when… 
o In the beginning, for example… 
o In the middle… 
o By the end… 

● Anchor Chart: Writers explain why their evidence matters! 
o This is important… 
o This means… 
o In other words… 
o This matters because… 
o This shows how… 
o The character could have…but instead… 

● Anchor Chart: Read it as a Story! (Nonfiction) 
o What are… 

▪ The subject’s traits? 
▪ The subject’s motivations? needs? 

o What… 
▪ struggles/threats does the subject face? 
▪ is the subject known for? 
▪ ideas/life lessons does it teach? 

 



● Anchor Chart: Read it as Information (Nonfiction) 
o What… 

▪ topics can you learn about? 
▪ main ideas, supportive points can you glean? 

● Heinemann Online Resources Login 
● Google Drive of Literacy Resources 
● https://educationtothecore.com/  

 

  

 

https://www.heinemann.com/extracreditclub/home.aspx
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bz80SKMzxVBwY2QyWjRvZGFPbHc
https://educationtothecore.com/


Third Grade: Writing Unit 5 
Once Upon a Time: Adapting and Writing Fairy Tales 

April-June (6-8 weeks) 
Essential Questions:  

● Why do authors adapt tales? 
● If authors work to incorporate strong details, why does my 

teacher say that you don’t want too much dialogue? 
● How do writers make their fairytale original? 

Enduring Understandings: 
● Authors incorporate the special language of fairy tales. 
● Like all stories include a theme, fairy tales include a 

moral. 
● Writers plan a fractured fairytale by setting daily goals.  

1: Students will study 
several versions of 
classic fairy tales and 
ask themselves, “Why 
might the author have 
made these versions?” 
then create their own 
fairy tales by adapting 
classic ones. 

2: Students will adapt 
fairy tales in meaningful 
ways by making 
consequential changes 
that affect other 
elements of the story, 
rippling throughout. 

3: Students will 
story-tell or act out their 
stories to help as they 
plan and write their 
drafts. 

4: Students will rehearse 
for writing by 
storytelling or acting out 
each scene. 

5: Students will weave 
narration through fairy 
tales as a way to 
establish background, tie 
together scenes, and 
teach a moral or end a 
story. 

6: Students will check 
their work and plan for 
future projects. 

7: Students will rely on 
each other and 
themselves to 
independently plan not 
only their stories but 
their writing process. 

8: Students will make 
fairy tales sound like 
fairy tales by using 
special language—in this 
case by adding refrains. 

9: Students will make 
significant revisions as 
they draft, using other 
authors’ writing as 
mentor texts. 

10: Students will balance 
their dialogue by adding 
accompanying actions. 

11: Students will utilize 
figurative language, 
“painting a picture” in 
their readers’ minds. 

12: Students will read 
their stories aloud, 
identifying choppy or 
abrupt sentences and 
smoothing them out by 
simplifying long-winded 
ones or complicating 
simplistic ones. 

13: Students will write 
original tales by using 
elements of strong 
narratives: specific 
characters, motivations, 
troubles, and resolutions. 

14: Students will reflect 
on their own writing, 
thinking about which 
processes and strategies 
worked for them before, 
and which didn’t to help 
them write their current 
piece. 

15: Students will include 
not only a character’s 
actions, but also the 
objects that are 
important to the 
character. 
 
 

 



16: Students will 
elaborate as they draft by 
balancing out telling 
sentences with showing 
sentences. 

17: Students will revise 
their fairy tales and 
tether the magic in their 
stories to the heart of the 
story, the beginning 
and/or end of the story. 

18: Students will show 
their readers how to read 
a piece by varying the 
pace of the writing. 

19: Students will reread 
their writing, looking for 
parts that need to be 
fixed up and edited by 
looking for where 
patterns of good writing 
are broken. 

20: Students will 
celebrate by sharing 
their work with a 
younger audience and 
leaning on their 
storytelling background 
to bring their fairy tales 
to life. 

Additional Teaching Points: Can be taught in Mini-lessons, Conferences, Strategy Groups, Shared Reading, Interactive Read Aloud, 
Shared/Interactive Writing, Word Study, and/or Vocabulary Lessons 
● Immersion Week Activities: Pre-assessment, goal setting, read aloud mentor texts, shared reading, shared/interactive writing 
● FAR Week Activities: Post-assessment, quick publish, celebration, reflection, reteach/extend 

o Writers form storytelling circles and perform their tales for an audience. 
● Writers will analyze a fractured fairytale and use it as a model to develop their own.  

o Writers study books, asking, ‘What does the author seem to be trying to do when he or she changes some things and not 
others?’ 

o Writers ask ‘How will a study of someone else’s adaptations help me when I write my own?   
o Writers plan how an adaptation of a story will go, deciding on a change that they think will improve the story, and making 

sure that  the change leads to other changes so the whole story fits together. 
o Writers story-tell and act out their stories to rehearse them and bring their stories to life. 
o Writers use scene-planning booklets to plan their upcoming scenes. 
o Writers tell their stories in two or three scenes (small moment stories)  
o Writers figure out an ending that solves the character’s big problem.   
o Writers of fairy tales use narration, or telling, in some important ways: to introduce the story, to stitch one scene to the 

next, and to end the story.   
o Writers listen to other stories and admire each other’s stories. 
o Writers add to their own list of goals after reading classmates’ writing.   

● Writers plan a fractured fairytale by setting daily goals.  
o Writers plan not only their writing, but also their process for making a piece of writing. Writers set goals for what the 

work will be for each day, and also for how they’ll do that work.   
o Writers write for stories to be read aloud, in ways that make listeners squeal and shiver; at the exciting parts, there are 

often repeated refrains that add to the tension.   

 



o Writers revise early and use those revisions to lift the level of what they have yet to write. Writers often use other authors’ 
writing as mentor texts.   

o Writers balance their dialogue by adding accompanying actions that say as much as the dialogue.   
o Writers stitch scenes together using narration and words like so and but, or flow phrases like one morning, just then, and 

suddenly.   
o Writers use figurative language to paint a picture in their readers’ minds. 
o Writers read their stories out loud, creating their own writing style by smoothing out short or choppy sentences and turning 

them into smoother, more precise, and well-paced sentences. 
o Writers use echo sentences, sentences that we find in mentor texts and we want to use the structure to copy.  
o Writers learn from their own writing. They look back over previous pieces they’ve written, noting the processes and 

strategies they used to write those pieces. They ask, ‘What worked that I should do again? ‘What didn’t work that I could 
rethink this time?’ 

● Writers create original fairytales by adding to the specificity of the elements of the tale. 
o Writers write original tales by using elements of strong narratives: specific characters, motivations, troubles, and 

resolutions. Writers use the magic formula to produce a beautiful fairy tale. 
o  Writers add villains that belong to the story to add to the magic story formula.   
o Writers focus characters’ actions around an object that’s important to the character, which makes those actions more 

meaningful.   
o Writers balance out telling sentences with showing sentences. Characters don’t just act, they also react to what’s 

 happening around them.  
o Writers think of this and put those reactions into words to add to their stories. 
o Writers revise their fairy tales and utilize magic in their stories to the heart of the story, the beginning, and/or the end of 

the story. Magic usually pops up especially when the story’s trouble pops up.   
Key Vocabulary Words 

Adapted/fractured fairy tale, villain 
Evidence of Learning 

Additional Suggested Assessments: 
● Individual and small group conferences/conferring notes 
● Classroom participation 
● Individual and group activities 
● Formal and informal assessments 

 



● Performance-based assessments 
● Writing notebooks with student work 
● Self-assessment: Student Checklist (see N Drive) 

Instructional Materials: 
● Units of Study 
● Fairy tales 
● Writing notebooks 
● Writing rubrics (see N Drive) 
● Chart paper 
● Smartboard 
● Laptops 
 
Mentor Texts: 
● Prince Cinders by Babette Cole 

 
Additional Texts 
Classic Versions of Fairy Tales (full text on online resources) 
● The Three Billy Goats Gruff (Old Norwegian version)  
● Cinderella or the Little Glass Slipper by Charles Perrault  
● Little Red Cap by Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm  

 
Adaptations of Fairy Tales  
● Cinderelle by Maggie Beattie Roberts (Online resources Session 1)  
● Winderella by Shana Frazin (Online resources Session 1) 

 
Suggested Texts 
Fairy Tales and Other Stories  
● Cinderella, translated and illustrated by Marcia Brown 

 



● The Random House Book of Fairy Tales Amy Ehrlich and Diane Goode 
● Clever Jack Takes the Cake by Candace Fleming 
● The Three Billy Goats Gruff by Paul Galdone  
● Classic Fairy Tales by Scott Gustafson  
● Little Red Riding Hood by Trina Schart Hyman  
● Yeh-Shen: A Cinderella Story from China by Ai-Ling Louie 
● The Three Little Pigs by James Marshall  
● The Rainbabies by Laura Krauss Melmed  
● Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters: An African Tale by John Steptoe  
● Lon Po Po: A Red-Riding Hood Story from China by Ed Young  
● Other favorites from James Marshall: Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood  

Adapted Fairy Tales 
● Cindy Ellen: A Wild Western Cinderella by Susan Lowell 
● Cinder-Elly by Frances Minters 
● The Rough-Face Girl by Rafe Martin (Algonquin Native American version of Cinderella) 
● Yeh-Shen: A Cinderella Story from China by Ai-Ling Louie 
● The True Story of the Three Little Pigs, as told to Jon Scieszka 
● The Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly Stupid Tales by John Scieszka 
● Sleeping Ugly by Jane Yolen 
● The Three Little Wolves and the Big Bad Pig by Eugene Trivizas 

 
Picture Books (to demonstrate tethering objects to characters)  
● Owen by Kevin Henkes 
● Those Shoes by Maribeth Boelts 

Teacher Resources: 
● Heinemann Online Resources Login 

 

https://www.heinemann.com/extracreditclub/home.aspx


● Google Drive of Literacy Resources 
● https://educationtothecore.com/  
● NJSLS breakdown by lesson: See N Drive 

 

Modifications & Accommodations: 
*Please note that the following modifications and accommodations vary from unit to unit, and may be implemented for any student 

who would benefit 
Gifted and Talented 

(content, process, product, and learning environment) 
Extension Activities: 
● Conduct research and provide presentation of cultural topics  
● Design surveys to generate and analyze data to be used in discussion. 

Debate topics of interest/cultural importance. 
● Authentic listening and reading sources that provide data and support 

for speaking and writing prompts 
● Exploration of art and/or artists to understand society and history 
● Implement RAFT (role, audience, format, topic) activities as they 

pertain to the types/modes of communication 
● Anchor activities 
● Use of higher-level questioning techniques 
● Provide assessments at a higher-level  of thinking 

English Language Learners 
Modifications: 
● Modified assignments 
● Native language translation (peer, online assistive 

technology, translation device, bilingual dictionary) 
● Extended time for assignment completion as needed 
● Highlight key vocabulary 
● Use graphic organizers 

Students with Disabilities 
(appropriate accommodations, instructional adaptation, and/or modifications 

as determined by the IEP or 504 team) 
Modifications for Classroom: 
● Pair visual prompts with verbal presentations 
● Ask students to restate information, directions, and assignments 

Students at Risk of School Failure 
Modifications for Classroom: 
● Pair visual prompts with verbal presentations 
● Ask students to restate information, directions, and 

assignments 
● Repetition and practice 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0Bz80SKMzxVBwY2QyWjRvZGFPbHc
https://educationtothecore.com/


● Repetition and practice 
● Model skills/techniques to be mastered 
● Extended time to complete class work 
● Provide copy of class notes 
● Preferential seating to be mutually determined by the student and 

teacher 
● Student may request to use a computer to complete assignments 
● Establish expectations for correct spelling on assignments 
● Extra textbooks for home 
● Student may request books on tape/CD/digital media, as available 

and appropriate 
● Assign a peer helper in the class setting 
● Provide oral reminders and check student work during independent 

work time 
● Assist student with long and short term planning of assignments 
● Encourage student to proofread assignments and tests 
● Provide regular parent/school communication 
● Teachers will check/sign student agenda daily 
● Student requires use of other assistive technology device 

 
Homework and Assignments: 
● Extended time to complete assignments 
● Student requires more complex assignments to be broken up and 

explained in smaller units, with work to be submitted in phases. 
● Provide the student with clearly stated (written) expectations and 

grading criteria for assignments. 

● Model skills/techniques to be mastered 
● Extended time to complete class work 
● Provide a copy of class notes 
● Preferential seating to be mutually determined by the 

student and teacher 
● Student may request to use a computer to complete 

assignments 
● Establish expectations for correct spelling on 

assignments 
● Extra textbooks for home 
● Student may request books on tape/CD/digital media, 

as available and appropriate 
● Assign a peer helper in the class setting 
● Provide oral reminders and check student work during 

independent work time 
● Assist student with long and short term planning of 

assignments 
● Encourage student to proofread assignments and tests 
● Provide regular parent/school communication 
● Teachers will check/sign student agenda daily 
● Student requires use of other assistive technology 

device 

Modifications for Homework and Assignments: 
● Extended time to complete assignments 

 



● Implement RAFT (role, audience, format, topic) activities as they 
pertain to the types/modes of communication 

● Gradually remove finger from text tracking 
● Reading aloud to continue developing phrasing and fluency 
● Skip difficult words in continuous texts to retain comprehension of 

main idea 
● Access to a variety of literary genres, such as fiction, nonfiction with 

appropriate font size, pictures (meaning) 
● Access to high interest texts at appropriate independent reading 

levels 
● Begin using marking the text strategy to locate information in text 
● Continue to develop written stories supported by teacher prompts 

(based on student need and interest) 
● Continue to develop written stories based on information from texts  

Modifications for Assessments: 
● Extended time on classroom tests and quizzes 
● Student may take/complete tests in an alternate setting as needed 
● Restate, reread, and clarify directions/questions 
● Distribute study guide for classroom tests 
● Establish procedures for accommodations/modifications for 

assessments 

● Student requires more complex assignments to be 
broken up and explained in smaller units, with work to 
be submitted in phases. 

● Provide the student with clearly stated (written) 
expectations and grading criteria for assignments. 

● Implement RAFT (role, audience, format, topic) 
activities as they pertain to the types/modes of 
communication 

Modifications for Assessments: 
● Extended time on classroom tests and quizzes 
● Student may take/complete tests in an alternate setting 

as needed 
● Restate, reread, and clarify directions/questions 
● Distribute study guide for classroom tests 
● Establish procedures for 

accommodations/modifications for assessments 

 

 

 


